Provide a brief, succinct description of the program, including priorities, committee/tasks, degree of member participation.

The CBUS Ideabook project was a collectively produced exhibition and signature event of Columbus (CBUS) Design Week 2012, a festival with the three-fold mission of fostering appreciation for the power of creative “design thinking,” elevating expectations for good design, and raising awareness of the importance of design industries to our local economy. Design Week 2012 was part of the city’s bicentennial celebration (200Columbus) and idUS, the bicentennial’s primary future-focused component and a celebration of local innovation and design. Design Week was led by a partnership of the Columbus Chapter of the American Institute of Architects (AIA Columbus) and the Center for Architecture and Design (The Center).

The CBUS Ideabook [Exhibit 1] was a small 20-page letter-pressed, bound and individually-numbered sketchbook distributed to over 400 architects, landscape architects, artists, entrepreneurial innovators, civic and business leaders, educators, children, community organizers, and those in the culinary, fashion, and other design arts. Using this blank canvas, participants were tasked with examining and sharing ideas for the city’s future, through any media desired. All ideas and modes of expression were valid, as was manipulation of the books to fit a particular exploration. Singly the books represented one person’s view. Collectively they represented what could be and offered an outward-facing vision of Columbus. Completed books were compiled into a free exhibition for the public’s enjoyment and exploration.

The CBUS Ideabook project team was responsible for designing, printing, promoting, distributing, collecting, curating, and exhibiting the books. AIA Columbus aided in securing funding for the exhibit production and opening through grants from AIA/Hanley Wood, The AIA Trust and AIA Ohio, and corporate sponsorships. Many AIA Columbus members (32 total AIA authors) and design professionals were among the much larger and diverse group of CBUS Ideabook authors, encouraging dialogue among and between design professionals and the public.

Discuss the strategies/steps taken to achieve the goals.

Although planning for the project began in fall 2011, it was officially launched in May 2012 with a presentation at Pecha Kucha Columbus [Exhibit 2], as part of idUS in front of the Columbus Chamber’s Young Professionals Exchange, and to the Columbus Society of Communicating Arts (CSCA). We utilized a wide range of communication tools and strategies to reach out to a large audience of community and business leaders, creative and cultural professionals, and the general public to encourage participation. Consistent dialogue with participants and the public throughout the summer was maintained through a multi-platform social media network, the creation of a new Design Week website [http://columbuscfaad.org/designweek] and promotional materials [Exhibit 3] and the participation of our committee members in a wide variety of community events. Books at first trickled in, but as word spread throughout the design community people were rushing to complete their books. Ultimately, over 200 books were returned (a 50% return rate) - some coming from as far away as Los Angeles and New York City [Exhibit 4]. We had an aggressive media campaign garnering coverage on local television stations, Columbus Underground (a prominent local blog), The Columbus Dispatch, Columbus Business First, The Daily Reporter, Metropolis, Dwelling, Buildapedia.com, and several other print and web-based media outlets [Exhibit 5]. Communication and collaboration were keys to the success of the CBUS Ideabook project, and so the necessity of using a multi-faceted and multi-media approach to promotion, outreach, and advocacy was immediately apparent [Exhibit 6]. We also engaged many young people in the project, from those taking a leadership role on the CBUS Ideabook project team to the Servitecture students - an Ohio State University student organization that encourages and promotes Knowlton School of Architecture student and faculty involvement through community service opportunities – who helped us organize the exhibit and reception.

Identify the goals/objectives.

The CBUS Ideabook project was created to be a critical and collective examination of the future of Columbus as part of its bicentennial celebration. The exercise was meant to both foster public
appreciation and participation in critical design thinking while promoting the architecture and design communities as ambassadors of the city’s cultural future. The exhibition was planned, curated, administered, and executed by architects and designers, but relied also on public participation and dialogue for its energy and diversity. This dynamic was encouraged in order to foster dialogue, promote enthusiasm for the future, and spotlight creative culture and industry.

Identify the outcome/results.
We received just over 200 completed books back for our exhibition, showcasing an astonishingly wide range of visions for our city’s future. The books were displayed at an exhibition opening on September 29, 2012 [Exhibit 7], which also launched the start of our first-ever Design Week. The Ideabooks then travelled throughout October 2012 to several other Design Week and i dus events such as TEDx Columbus, Innovate Columbus, The Center for Architecture and Design Annual Celebration, and the AIA Columbus Design Awards. In all, more than 2000 members of our community and design professionals viewed the books during a two-week span. The books will be the inaugural, month-long exhibition at the brand new Columbus Center for Architecture and Design, opening in early 2013, where the public will again be able to browse the books. Upon the conclusion of this showing the books will be donated to the Columbus Historical Society for the enjoyment and curiosity of future generations. We will also produce a manifesto catalogue that will not only highlight the work of the CBUS Ideabooks but also serve as a call to action for the ideas contained within. We have held back some books just in case we discover more possible entrants.

Discuss the achievements/success of the program for members, the community, the public and the profession.
As a collection the books gave a wonderful snapshot of cultural zeitgeist, a diverse array of hopes and dreams for our future, observations ranging from poignant to comical, and managed to both celebrate who we are and look forward to what could be [Exhibit 8]. Some submissions were beautifully artistic expressions while others were pithy critiques. Every participant started with an identical canvas, but no two books were alike and in the end – a great reflection of the diversity of our community and our participants. The project was enthusiastically received by our members, particularly our younger members. Attendance at the exhibition opening far exceeded our expectations. Attended by Columbus Mayor Michael Coleman, design and civic leaders and about 400 other people, it sparked fantastic conversation between creative professionals and the public, bringing the architecture and design community to the forefront of public consciousness while reconnecting that creative community with their city [Exhibit 9].

Discuss the lessons learned.
The CBUS Ideabook project confirmed the value of collaboration and the richer outcome produced when a broader audience is engaged. CBUS Ideabook submissions provided an amazingly wide range of different perspectives due to the variety of people involved.

We also learned that the community is eager to engage with the architectural profession and extremely interested in design – from children to adults. The key is to keep the process simple: The CBUS Ideabook project was a small, manageable project with no limits regarding how participants needed to express their interpretations. The result was a creative venue to express opinions in a non-judgmental way.

Discuss any other relevant and background information.
We created a mobile display [Exhibit 10] for the CBUS Ideabooks, which made it easy to transport. Books were cleverly tethered to these mobile displays with retractable badge holders allowing people to gently pull them for viewing. Each mobile display had a shelf to display the expandable books. Because the display was mobile, we were able to share the exhibit with a broader public than previously anticipated, including additional Design Week events, such as the AIA Columbus 2012 Design Awards Ceremony, and The Center for Architecture and Design Annual Celebration. Another viewing is planned for January
when AIA Columbus and The Center for Architecture and Design moves into its new home. Ultimately, the exhibit will be housed at the Ohio Historical Society.
CBUS DESIGN WEEK 2012
Part of the idUS experience.

SAT 29 SEPTEMBER
Ideabook Exhibit Opening Reception
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
OSU Urban Arts Space

design:ROLLS
11:00 am - 1:30 pm
Columbus Commons

Mo 30 OCTOBER
CBUS Film Screening
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Gateway Film Center

Day Off
But do check out other idUS events, such as the EcoSummit and idUS cola! Visit www.idus.us for more information.

TUE 01
Fueling the Creative Economy: Columbus as a Design Incubator
5:30 pm - 8:00 pm
NIBBU Offices

AIA Columbus Design Awards/KSA Lecture
featuring Julie Snow, Julie Snow Architects
Lecture
6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Awards
7:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Winner Center

Wed 02
Built-in-Cbus Live
7:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Location TBD

Thu 03
The Center for Architecture and Design Annual Celebration
7:00 pm - 11:00 pm
CSU

Fri 04

Sat 05

For more information on the event and sponsors visit: www.columbuscfad.org/designweek
Follow us on twitter.com/cbusdw. Like us at facebook.com/cbusdw
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Media Coverage

“With big ‘idUS’ come big hopes, too”
The Columbus Dispatch
By Amy Saunders
Friday, September 28, 2012

“Columbus Design Week 2012”
buildipedia.com
By Francesco Lazzaro
Sunday, September 30, 2012

“Columbus Design Week 2012 Sept.29-Oct.7”
columbusunderground.com
By Walker Evans
Friday, September 28, 2012

“idUS conference designed to stamp Columbus as innovation hub: Columbus hopes idUS helps brand city as hub for design, innovation”
Columbus Business First
By Carrie Ghose
Friday, September 21, 2012

“Ideabook/Design Week”
WCMH-TV (NBC)
By Ben Gelber
Sunday, September 30

“Big Ideas: Columbus Design Week”
columbusunderground.com
By Michael Bongiorno, AIA
Thursday, July 19, 2012

Big ideas

By Pamela Engel | THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

Michael Bongiorno, the chairman of Design Week, said the 4-by-6-inch idea books are “call to action and conversation starters about Columbus.”
IDEABOOK EXHIBIT
Opening Reception
COLUMBUS IDEABOOK

200 YEARS

500

ten thousand
great ideas for Columbus

{a few of the ten thousand}
MOVABLE EXHIBIT
Fabrication
November 14, 2012

Mr. Michael Bongiorno, AIA
Founder, Columbus Design Week

Dear Michael,

It is with great pleasure that I am writing you to recognize the work that was done under your leadership on behalf of both The Center for Architecture and Design and AIA Columbus during Columbus’ inaugural, and highly successful, Columbus Design Week 2012. In particular I want to single out the Ideabook project. Not only was the project a creative endeavor for all who participated, me and my office included, but it engaged the broader public in a really unique way by bringing together individuals and groups from diverse backgrounds and age groups and asking them: what do you think? The spectrum of responses was inspiring and I am excited that you have plans to document the books in a publication and eventually archive the books with the Columbus Historical Society.

I would also like to acknowledge that the visibility of both The Center for Architecture and Design and AIA Columbus has been noted by my office. You have all exemplified that architects and designers are truly a voice for positive change and ideas within Columbus and that we truly are a City of Design. Both the project itself and the exhibition opening created quite a buzz in town and we are excited that it has also created some national press for Columbus.

Congratulations, to The Center for Architecture and Design and AIA Columbus! I know all of us here are proud of what you have accomplished. We wish you continued success.

Sincerely,

Michael B. Coleman
Mayor